An October 7-Speaker Extravaganza!!
October 5-7, 2012
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With the promise to intrigue and stimulate – this seminar will jump start your brain neurons!
20 CE’s in Colorado

Please Contact Dr. Lynn Toohey of Nutri-West for More Information
866-271-8888; 303-662-9997

Lynn Toohey, PhD Nutrition
A Powerhouse Three Day Weekend!
This weekend will WOW from Friday to Sunday and offers a variety of stimulating material.

**Topics Ranging From:**
- Hormone Balancing
- Adrenals
- Insulin Resistance
- Scientific Revelations
- Functional Health
- Lab Testing
- Immunology
- Spinal Reflex Analysis

Road maps for easy implementation of all health protocols and difficult case management with supplementation recommendations

**Friday:**
Jay Mead, MD
Erin Lommen, ND
Brandon Lundell, D.C.
Don Bellgrau, PhD
Lynn Toohey PhD

**WHEN:** October 5-7, 2012
Friday 9:00-6:00 pm; Saturday 9:00-6:00 pm; Sunday 8:00-12:00 pm

**WHERE:** Embassy Suites Hotel
7525 East Hampden Ave. Denver, CO 80231

**COST:** $195.00 for Docs
$ 95.00 for CA/Student/Spouse

**Saturday and Sunday:**
Dr. Frank Jarrell Presents: Spondylogenic Reflex Syndromes, Subluxations & Nutritional Support An Introduction to Spinal Reflex Analysis™

L. Frank Jarrell, DC, Director of Spinal Reflex Institute, Intl. discusses effective strategies and powerful solutions for unresolved cases of chiropractic, orthopedic and therapeutic care; providing insight into the pathophysiology of the “spondylo- genic reflex syndrome” (SRS) and the right nutritional protocols for the right reflex points (presented by Dr. Steve Ediss!)